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The Unwired Enterprise
Our focus is to help customers realize the Unwired Enterprise.
INFORMATION ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
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What is Sybase PowerDesigner?
• PowerDesigner is the ONLY modeling tool that supports an
Enterprise Architecture implementation from business goals
through to implementation.
• With its unique Link and Synch technology, PowerDesigner
removes the silos blocking free flow of enterprise architecture
knowledge:
– Increasing business & IT alignment
– Enabling rapid response to changes
– Facilitating documentation for regulatory compliance
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Information Management
Information Architecture

Implementation and Methodology Expertise
Sybase Replication
Sybase ETL
Data Quality
Informatica
Ab Initio
IBM

EDW

Other/Future
Sources

Existing Systems

Extract, Transform
and Load

Analytics
Server

Data Model

Predictive
Analytics

Data Modeling / Metadata Management / Business Process Modeling
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PowerDesigner DA Market Presence
PowerDesigner is #1 in its Market

• Gartner MQ Leader
• Gartner DataQuest Top Share (35%)
• Open & Heterogeneous
– Supports 60+ RDBMS
– Supports Java, .NET, PB
• Innovative
– New releases every 9-18 months
– Major New Features
– Regular code refreshes (EBFs)
• Installations Range from Workgroup
(3-5 users) to Enterprise (1000+)
• Continuous growth and new
customer acquisitions annually
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PowerDesigner in the EA Market
With PowerDesigner 15.0 became a “Challenger”
” in the Gartner Magic Quadrant
• Our dedication and execution have
moved us from a “Niche Player” to a
“Challenger” in just one product release
and we expect to continue our growth up
and to the right with our 16.0 release.

Sybase’
’s NEW
15.0 Position

• PowerDesigner is effective tooling for
Enterprise Archicture success:
–Faster, easier traceability, impact
analysis, GUI
–More automation – more
meaningful and effective results
• If mobility is a critical component of a
customers’ strategy, then PowerDesigner
should be one of their top considerations.
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Sybase’
’s
Old 12.5 Position

Metadata Management for EA
Success Requires Knowledge: Metadata Management is Strategic

“To make knowledge work productive will be the great
management task of this century, just as to make manual
work productive was the great management task of the
last century.”
century.
Peter Drucker
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Metadata is Key
Metadata Management Business Value

• Business Agility and IT Alignment
– Impact Analysis reduces time, cost and risk
– Change Management eases implementation

• Regulatory Compliance
– MiFD, SOX, Basel II demand consistent
standards
– Traceability reports provide insurance
 Ensure all holes are found/covered
 Reduces impact of an audit

• Foundation for SOA
– Depends on consistent integration
– Repository of Assets aligned to Process
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Modeling and Metadata for EA
Efficient reuse of development & system resources

•Models provides the “face” of metadata
– Easy creation, visualization and maintenance
– User interface – used for communication to all audiences
– Graphical tools assist in define and describe
•The Repository provides the “warehouse” of metadata
– Repository tools extend the model
– Analytics of Metadata
– Reuse of Metadata
– Control and evaluation of Metadata
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The PowerDesigner Advantage
Ability to communicate to all levels of management

ACHIEVING BUSINESS AND IT ALIGNMENT
THROUGH MODELING AND METADATA
MANAGEMENT
Many companies today are looking for a
medium to communicate across corporate
and cultural boundaries. Modeling is this
medium for effective communication
because ‘a picture speaks a thousand
words’. But with PowerDesigner not only
do we have ‘the picture’ but also a
translator to achieve ‘the big picture’.

The Key to Metadata Management is Modeling
–
The Key to Modeling is PowerDesigner!
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PowerDesigner Value Proposition
Focus on the business and act on the Solution

• Modeling and Metadata Management for EA
– PowerDesigner uniquely supports an Enterprise Architecture
implementation from business goals to implementation
– With unique Link & Synch technology, PowerDesigner removes
the silos, increases business & IT alignment and enables rapid
response to regulatory & competitive changes.
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Effective Tooling for EA
What You Need to Achieve Alignment between Business and IT

• Tools to Prepare for Enterprise Architecture Adoption
– Enterprise Repository
– Model Templates
– Architecture Frameworks and Methodology
• Tools to Provide Governance and Standards
– Configurable Checks and Event Handlers
– User Profiles and Role-based User Configuration
• Tools to Provide Immediate Value and Return on Investment
– “Reverse Engineering” and Knowledge Import
– Automatic Dependency Creation and Handling
– Business Layer Rollup and Architecture Layer Management
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Enterprise Archicture Ecosystem
Key Partnerships and Companion Technologies

• Troux Technologies
– Planning Technologies rely on Metadata (PowerDesigner)
– Leverage Metadata for Transformation Planning (Troux)
• Zachman International and the Enterprise Framework
– Thought Leader in EA Frameworks
– We’re first to certify – most effective tooling for followers
• The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF)
– Most popular framework among enterprise architects
– Open Source – flexible, customizable, hard to manage
– We’re among many to certify – difference is on
effectiveness of tooling to manage TOGAF deliverables
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PowerDesigner and Troux
EA Problem: The Discontinuity of Information Flow Across IT
Planning Processes
• Failure to Achieve Line of Sight from Strategy Through
Implementation Results in:
– Projects incurring risk and sacrificing agility
– Portfolio decisions being suboptimal
– Unmanaged corporate risk

EA Solution: Sybase & Troux Offer Seamless Information Flow
Across IT Planning Processes
• Organizations Can Exploit Information Across the Entire Information
Supply Chain
– PowerDesigner teams gain visibility into evergreen IT estate
information for faster delivery
– Troux portfolio planners make better decisions with insight into
future state dependencies
– Management reports deliver the data lineage visibility necessary for
effective governance
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FUTURE VISION
Historically PowerDesigner has released a major version every 9-12 months and we will work to continue this trend

Disclaimer: These are not commitments and we reserve the right to change the final plans without notice.
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PowerDesigner is Leading…
• #1 Data Modeling/Enterprise Information Architecture Tool
– Based on Gartner information since 2003
• Consistent Double digit market growth
– Based on Gartner DataQuest since 2006
• First & Only tool endorsed for leadership in Enterprise Architecture
– “For the first time, we are seeing a vendor willing to step up to
the plate and take Enterprise Architecture into the Business
Design domain as it was originally intended to be, far beyond
Information Systems and Technology.” - John A. Zachman, CEO,
Zachman International, Inc.
• Only tool provided certification that
applies towards the CDMP Certification
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Enterprise Architecture Success
Enterprise Architecture Successes Throughout the World
Enterprise Architecture Modeling Tool New Investment
• Enhanced communication, reuse, speed-up and assure quality and inter-connectedness of business
and applications
• Sybase PowerDesigner provided integrated environment, considered a 'Premier League' player, and
offered willingness to introduce new features
Respond to enterprise-wide audits in 20 minutes or less
• MedStar Health now has an efficient way to audit and integrate applications, and can identify the
primary source of data to create data-source consistency across all applications
• The PowerDesigner map has proven invaluable when determining how the data from different systems
is connected and how to integrate new applications rationally

De Poste
La Poste

Alignment of IT and Business Operations
• Increase certainty and accuracy of information in certification reports, reduce cost of IT, while aligning
development to the business strategy and IT systems.
• PowerDesigner provides the required level of content certainty and allows accurate interpretation of
the information contained in the reports.
Consulting Group for Large, Complex Process Implementation (Manufacturing)
• Needed a consistent view of data and workflow processes, hampered by the previous silo’d solution,
making changes rarely communicated effectively causing inefficiencies.
• PowerDesigner provides common modeling for all types, complete flow design to implementation,
consistent process visualization and impact analysis, reducing lost time, money and effort.
Enterprise Architecture Modeling Tool New Investment
• Needed to centralize diverse systems to preserve vital public domain information, ensure accuracy
and organization of statistical data.
• PowerDesigner improved alignment and business agility, allowing field changes without sacrificing
central coordination. Sweden’s framework is preserved and SCB’s mission is upheld.
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PowerDesigner supports EA…..
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